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In priniple, the shape memory e�et is assoiated with thermoelasti martensiti transformation

and reverse transformation. The unique feature of this shape memory materials is the formation

of the high mehanial fore due the thermal exitation. This spei� thermal behaviour is most

interesting for examination, from aspets of thermoelastiity. Shape memory refers to the ability of

ertain materials to \remember" the shape, even after rather severe deformations: one deformed

at a low temperature (in their martensiti phase), these materials will stay deformed until heated,

whereupon they will spontaneously return to their original, pre-deformation shape. The basis for

the memory e�ets is that the materials an easily transform to and from martensite and reverse

transformation. The inoming of thermal energy in the temperature region of the transformation

hanges the feature of elastiity. For this reason the value of the veloities and attenuation of

ultrasound are hanged. Using relationships from the theory of elastiity and values of the density

and veloities of ultrasound it is possible to obtain the values of the elasti moduli (E;K;G) and

Poisson's ratio �. In this ase it is possible to obtain omplete information about the elasti, i. e.

thermo-elasti state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most widely used shape memory material is an al-

loy of Nikel and Titanium alled Nitinol. This partiular

alloy has exellent eletrial and mehanial properties,

long fatigue life, and high orrosion resistane. As an a-

tuator, resulting in �1 Joule/gm of work output, Nitinol

is readily available in the form of wire, rod, and bar stok

with transformation temperature in the range of �100

Æ

to +100

Æ

Celsius.

The type of transformation whih ours in the shape

memory alloys is known as a martensiti transforma-

tion and hanges the material from the high tempera-

ture form, alled \austenit", to the low temperature form

alled \martensite". For a given alloy omposition in a

given annealed ondition, the transforamation ours at

a very preditable, repeatable temperature. The trans-

formation ours beause either one phase or the other

is thermodynamiallymore stable than the other at that

temperature. Also, beause the material an hange from

one phase to the other with a simple shearing motion of

the atoms within the rystal struture and no di�usion or

large movements atoms is required, the transformation

an our virtually instantly. That is, as fast as heat en-

ergy an be put into or taken out of the material, the

transformation (and memory) will our.

The thermodynami driving fore whih auses the

materials to hange to austenit upon heating is very

strong | stronger than the yield strength of the alloy

| and, therefore, the fores during shape reovery may

be as high as the inherent strength of the austenite ma-

terial.

Fortunately, the stress needed to deform the marten-

site is muh less than the yield strength of the austenite

| in some ase several times less. This leads to one of

the most useful aspets of the shape memory alloys, that

is, the fore needed to deform a shape memory artile

while it is ooling to martensite or after it has �nished

ooling to martensite or after it has �nished ooling may

be muh less than the fore whih the artile an exert

when it is heated and reverted to austenite. Thus, the

work needed to deform the artile in its low temperature

form is muh less than the work that an be extrated

from it when it is heated. One therefore has a heat en-

gine whih an onvert heat into useful work, either as

one yle element or as a yli engine.

The inuene of omposition and thermo mehanial

proessing on the funtional properties is well under-

stood and desribed in the literature earlier. The basi

onept to remember is that in order to avoid plasti de-

formation during shape memory or pseudoelasti loading

the martensiti and the �-phase have to be strength-

ened. NiTi alloys have the signi�ant advantage that

these tehniques an be easily applied due to good dutil-

ity and a very interesting but ompliated preipitation

proess [1℄.

II. MECHANISM

If steel in a high-temperature austeniti phase is

quenhed it will be generally hardened. After polishing

and ething, observation with a mirosope will show an

extremely �ne struture, whih was �rst named \marten-

site".

It was later shown that this struture resulted from

lattie transformation wholly without atomi di�usion.

The fae-entered ubi austenite transformed into lens-

shaped or plate-like regions with body-entered tetrag-
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onal latties. The rystals reated by suh transforma-

tions are alled \martensite" and lattie transformations

without atomi di�usion are alled \martensiti trans-

formations" or simply \MTs". Di�usionless martensiti

transformation has sine been observed in many metals,

alloys, and ompounds other than steel. Today the term

\martensiti transformation" is widely used, and signi-

�es one type of phase transition in solids.

\Martensiti transformation" an be de�ned simply

and preisely: a lattie transformation involving shear-

ing deformation and resulting from ooperative atomi

movement. The atoms within the lens or plate shaped

areas in the parent phase are not shifted independently

but undergo shearing deformation as a unit while main-

taining a domino like oordination until the parent lat-

tie transform into martensite. With this kind of oop-

erative movement of atom a 1-to-1 \lattie orrespon-

dene", persists between lattie points in parent phase

and the points in the martensite phase. When the parent

phase has a super lattie struture, this ensures that the

martensite phase obtained from transformations main-

taining suh a lattie orrespondene will have a spei�

super lattie.

From the thermodynami point of view in P(atern) to

M(artensiti) transformation, the hemial free energy

of the M phase must be lower than that of the P(atern)

phase. In this transformation, therefore it an be sup-

posed that the hemial driving fore for transformation

is balaned without hemial energy. In other words, the

growth and shrinkage of the martensite plate our un-

der a balane without hemial energy. In other words,

the growth and shrinkage of the martensite plates our

under a balane between thermal and elasti e�ets, and

thus transformation an be reversible. Martensites that

exhibit suh reversibility on ooling and heating are gen-

erally alled thermo elasti martensites. Alternate pre-

requisites for their ourrene are (1) small lattie de-

formation for the transformation, (2) martensisites on-

taining internal twins that an be easily the twined, and

(3) martensites having an ordered struture that annot

be destroyed by slip.

III. CHARACTERISTIC TEMPERATURES

Some harateristis (phase, struture, properties,

ets.) are drastially hanged in the temperature region of

transformations. As a result of this, the materials some-

times showed di�erent behaviour.

The martensiti transformation that ours in the

shape memory alloys yields a thermoelasti martensite

and develops from a high-temperature austenite phase

with long-range order. The martensite typially ours

as alternately sheared platelets, whih are seen as a her-

ringbone struture when viewed metallographially. The

transformation, although a �rst-order phase hange, does

not our at a single temperature but over a range of

temperatures that varies with eah alloy system. The

usual way of haraterizing the transformation and nam-

ing eah point in the yle is shown in Fig. 1. The trans-

formation also exhibits hysteresis in that the transfor-

mations on heating and on ooling do not overlap. Hys-

tereti systems are not in thermodynami equilibrium.

In most instanes they are driven very far from equilib-

rium. Their behaviour is the behaviour of systems with

rugged free energy landsape in whih thermal utua-

tion are not suÆient to reah the absolute free energy

minimum. The energy dissipation ours in the passage

from one minimum to another, in a sequene of repeat-

able results in large variations of the system response.

Fig. 1. Volume fration versus temperature.

There are four fundamental harateristi tempera-

tures de�ning a thermoelasti martensiti transforma-

tion; the martensite start temperature, M

S

, at whih

martensite �rst appears in the austenite. The transfor-

mation proeeds with further ooling and is omplete at

the martensite �nish temperature,M

f

. BelowM

f

, the en-

tire body is in the martensite phase, and a speimen typ-

ially onsists of many regions eah ontaining a di�erent

variant of martensite. The boundaries between the vari-

ants are mobile under small applied loads. With heating,

the austenite start at temperature A

S

, is the temperature

at whih austenite �rst appears in the martensite. With

further heating, more and more of the body transforms

bak into austenite, and this reverse transformation is

omplete at the austenite �nish temperature, A

f

. Above

A

f

, the speimen is in the original undistorted state. The

evolution of the volume fration of the martensite with

temperature is shown shematially in Fig. 1.

Most of the transformation ours over a relatively

narrow temperature range, although the beginning and

end of the transformation during heating or ooling a-

tually extends over a muh larger temperature range.

For omplete analysis of the hysteresis diagrams, usually,

other three harateristi temperatures are used: T

0

, M

d

and A

d

. By de�nition:

(i) T

0

is the temperature of the thermodynamial equi-

librium.

(ii) M

d

is the temperature below whih martensite o-

urs and exists not only as a onsequene of the hange

temperature, but also by the mehanial stress.

(iii) At temperature A

d

the system has possibility to

form initial phase not only as a onsequene of heating

but also with mehanial stress.
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The fators inuening the ritial temperatures are:

| hemial frations,

| stress and deformation,

| thermomehanial yling,

| thermial yling,

| ondition of sintering proesses for sintering mate-

rials, ets.

The yle is desribed in the following way. At a

temperature above M

s

, the speimen is entirely in the

austenite phase. By ooling below M

f

transformation

the speimen entirely is in the martensite phase, but the

marosopi volume of the speimen has not hanged |

a ondition known as self-aommodation. With small

loads the speimen an be easily deformed, and the de-

formed shape remains after removing the loads. Heat-

ing to above A

f

auses the reverse transformation to o-

ur and the speimen returns to its original undistorted

state. TiNi alloys possess exellent properties as regards

both mehanial strength and shape memory harater-

istis. Considering this point, TiNi shape memory alloys

produed using powder materials have been a subjet of

interest. The methods employed for their produtions are

of two kinds, i. e., using prealloy metal powder [1℄, and

using elemental metal powders.

IV. STRUCTURE

All reports agree that the parent phase of TiNi has

a BCC B2 struture like that of CsCl. As for the rys-

tal struture of the martensite phase in TiNi alloys a

large number of researhes have proposed di�erent mod-

els. However the results of researh whih used di�erent

methods all agree on the point that the unit ell for Ti-

49.75 at% Ni, of the martensite phase is monolini al-

though there are disrepanies in the absolute values of

lattie onstant [2℄.

The reason that the shape memory e�et an be used

in a yli devie where it must exhibit the shape reov-

ery many times is that the shape memory deformation

mode in the martensite phase is non-damaging to the

rystal struture. In normal metals deformation ours

by the motion of disloations and atomi planes atu-

ally slide over one another and assume a new rystal

position. There is no \memory" in rystal for where the

atoms were before they moved, and inreased tangles of

disloations our in the rystal due to the deformation.

These tangles make further deformationmore diÆult |

even deformation whih attempts to restore the original

shape of the rystal.

The inuene of omposition and thermo-mehanial

proessing on the funtional properties is well under-

stood and desribed in literature earlier. The basi on-

ept to remember is that in order to avoid plasti defor-

mation during shape memory or pseudoelasti loading

the martensiti and the �-phase have to strengthen. NiTi

alloys have the signi�ant advantage that these teh-

niques an be easily applied due to good dutility and

a very interesting but ompliated preipitation proess

[3℄.

The addition of a third element opens even more pos-

sibilities for adapting binary NiTi alloys toward more

spei� needs of appliations. Adding a third element

implies a relative replaement of Ni and/or Ti. There-

fore it must be always very well indiated whih atom Ni

or Ti or both replaed by the third element.

Alloying third elements will inuene not only the

transformation temperatures but will also have an e�et

on hysteresis, strength, dutility shape memory hara-

teristis and also on the B2 ! (R) ! (B19) sequene.

The inuene of several elements has been already de-

sribed in [4{6℄. More appliation oriented, one an dis-

tinguish four purposes to add third elements:

1. To derease (Cu) or inrease (Nb) hysteresis.

2. To lower the transformation temperatures (Fe, Cr,

Co, Al).

3. To inrease the transformation temperatures (Hf,

Zr, Pd, Pt, Au).

4. To strengthen the matrix (Mo, W, O, C).

Some of the ternary alloys have been developed for

large-sale appliations. Ternary Ti{Ni{Cu alloys are

ertainly as important as binary TiNi.

The thermoelasti martensites are haraterized by

their low energy and glissile interfaes, whih an be

driven by small temperature or stress hanges. As a on-

sequene of this, and of the onstraint due to the loss of

symmetry during transformation, thermoelasti marten-

sites are rystallographially reversible.

V. THERMOMECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR

The herringbone struture of athermal martensites

essentially onsists of twin-related, self-aommodating

variants (Fig. 2b). The shape hange among the variants

tends to ause them to eliminate one another. As a re-

sult, little marosopi strain is generated. In the ase

of stress-indued martensites, or when stressing a self-

aommodating struture, the variant that an trans-

form and yield the greatest shape hange in the dire-

tion of the applied stress is stabilized and beomes dom-

inant in the on�guration (Fig. 2). This proess reates

a marosopi strain whih is reoverable as the rystal

struture reverts to austenite during reverse transforma-

tion.

The mehanial properties of the shape memory alloys

vary greatly over the temperature range spanning their

transformation. This is seen in Fig. 2,d, where simple

stress-strain urves are shown for a nikel titanium al-

loy that was tested in tension below, in the middle of,

and above its transformation temperature range. The

martensite is easily deformed to several perent strain

at quite a low stress, whereas the austenite (high tem-

perature phase) has muh higher yield and ow stresses.

The dashed line on the martensite urve indiates that

upon heating after removing the stress, the sample re-

membered its unstrained shape and reverted to it as the

material transformed to austenite. No suh shape reov-

ery is found in the austenite phase upon straining and

heating, beause no phase hange ours.
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Fig. 2. Typial stress-strain urves at di�erent tempera-

tures relative to the transformation showing: (a) austenite,

(b) martensite, and () pseudoelasti behaviour.

An interesting feature of the stress-strain behaviour is

seen in Fig. 2, where the material is tested slightly above

its transformation temperature. At this temperature,

martensite an be stress-indued. It then immediately

strains and exhibits the inreasing strain at onstant

stress behaviour, seen in AB. Upon unloading, though,

the material reverts to austenite at a lower stress, as

seen in line CD, and shape reovery ours, not upon

the appliation of heat but upon a redution of stress.

This e�et, whih auses the material to be extremely

elasti is known as pseudo-elastiity. The pseudoelasti-

ity is nonlinear. The Young modulus is therefore diÆult

to de�ne in this temperature range as it exhibits both

temperature and strain dependenes.

It is possible in some of the shape memory alloys to

ause two-way shape memory, that is the shape hange

ours upon both heating and ooling. The amount of

this shape hange is always signi�antly less than that

obtained with one-way memory and, therefore. a very

little stress an be exerted by the alloy as it tries to

assume its low-temperature shape. The heating shape

hange an still exert very high fores, as in the ase of

one-way memory.

VI. CHARACTERIZATION METHODS

There are more major methods of haraterizing the

transformation in SMAs and a large number of minor

methods that are only rarely used and will not be dis-

ussed.

The most diret method is by di�erential sanning

alorimetry (DSC). This tehnique measures the heat

absorbed or given o� by a small sample of the material as

it is heated and ooled through the transformation tem-

perature range. The sample an be very small, suh as

a few milligrams, and beause the sample is unstressed,

this is not a fator in the measurement. The endotherm

and exotherm peaks, as the sample absorbs or gives o�

energy due to the transformation, are easily measured

for the beginning peak, and end of the phase hange in

eah diretion.

The seond method often used is to measure the resis-

tivity of the sample as it is heated and ooled. The al-

loys exhibit interesting hanges and peaks in the resistiv-

ity (by up to 20%) over the transformation temperature

range; however, orrelating these hanges with measured

phase hanges or mehanial properties has not always

been very suessful. Also, there are often large hanges

in the resistivity urves after yling samples through the

transformation a number of times. Thus, resistivity is of-

ten measured as a phenomenon in its own right, but this

is rarely used to de�nitely haraterize one alloy versus

another.

The most diret method of haraterizing an alloy me-

hanially is to prepare an appropriate sample, then ap-

ply a onstant stress to the sample and yle it through

the transformation while measuring the strain that o-

urs during the transformation in both diretions. The

obtained urve shows is the diret information one ob-

tains from this test. Finally, the stress-strain prop-

erties an be measured in a standard tensile test at

a number of temperatures aross the transformation-

temperature range, and from the hange in properties

the approximate transformation-temperature values an

be interpolated.

The transpareny of ultrasound is in a diret or-

relation with the elasti state of the materials. This is

very important for an obtaining of information about

the thermo-elasti state in materials with shape memory

e�et. For this purpose it is proposed to investigate the

transpareny of ultrasound with warming and ooling

through interval of M/A and reverse transformation.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The samples for examination were prepared from spe-

ially prepared powder mixtures of metals (Ni-99.8%-

pure, Cu-99.7%-pure and Ti-99.5%-pure, produed in

MERCK-Company), by two faes old pressing and sin-

tering [7,8℄. The addition of the third elements opens

even more possibilities for adapting binary NiTi alloys

towards more spei� needs for appliations. Adding

of the third element implies relative replaement of Ni

and/or Ti. Therefore it must be always very well in-

diated whih atom of Ni or Ti, (or both) is replaed

with the third element. In this ase the volume, stru-

tural magneti thermoelasti and other properties are

hanged.

The diameter of the obtained ylindrial samples was

�17.5 and the length was about 18 mm. The maximum

value of the pressure on the mixture was 400 MPa. The

samples were sintered in argon atmosphere at the tem-

perature of 1073, 1123, 1173, 1223, and 1273 K, for the

time of 3.6 ks. The omplete proedure of ompation

and sintering, starting from pure metal powders of Ti

and Ni, trough di�erent proesses of obtaining samples

for examination are presented in Fig. 3.

The market e�et of the shape memory materials is

the onversion of the low temperature of thermal energy

to mehanial one. Without the elasti deformation us-

ing ultrasound, it is possible to register the elasti (i.e.
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thermo-elasti) hanges through the austenit/martensit

and reverse temperature transformation. In this region

the values of veloities and attenuation showed hystere-

sis behaviour. These results are most important for the

determination of the interval of the temperature transfor-

mations, for derease or inrease of the hysteresis form,

for hysteresis shift and for more other aspets.

Fig. 3. Blok-sheme of same proedure tor prepared sam-

ples examinations.

VIII. ULTRASONIC METHOD AND

TECHNIQUES

The veloities of longitudinal (vl) and transverse (vt)

ultrasoni waves were measured by Pulse-eho overlap

method proposed by Papadakis [9℄, with tehnique and

equipment detail desribed earlier [10,11℄. The experi-

mental values of the veloities were measured in interval

of temperature from 290 to 425 K. The funtional blok

diagram of the equipment with typial instrumentation

arrangement for the simultaneous measurement of the

veloities and attenuation is presented in Fig. 4. This

experimental tehnique was ompleted and adapted [10℄

for measuring the veloities and attenuation of the ultra-

soni waves in region of A/M transformation with added

mini furnae.

Fig. 4. Blok-diagram for ultrasoni equipment.

Fig. 5. Seleted 1 and 2 ehoes (up: veloities, down: at-

tenuation).

A typially used eho patterns (up for veloities, down

for attenuation) are shown in Fig. 5. The veloities of

ultrasoni waves were measured at 10 MHz for longitu-

dinal, and 6 MHz for transversal waves for all samples,

and values of attenuation at 5 MHz. The PZT transdu-

ers were bounded to the samples with argentums grease

on either of two parallel faes of the sample. By stan-

dard relationships from the theory of elastiity [12℄, using

the values of the density � of the samples and veloities

of the ultrasoni waves (v), the elasti moduli (Young's

modulus (E), shear modulus (G), bulk modulus (K) and

Poisson's ratio (�)) were determined.

Atually, the values of veloity v were determined by

relationship v = 2l=t, where l denotes the speimen

length and t denotes the round-tripe time for an ultra-

soni pulse between two at-and-parallel speimen faes.
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Pratially t was determined as a reiproal value of fre-

queny, whih was registered from eletroni ounter (see

Fig. 4), at the moment of realization optial overlaps and

phase-tuned ehoes (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Some eho pattern for examined materials.

IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION

The transpareny of ultrasound is in diret orrelation

with the elasti state of the examined materials. This is

most important for obtaining information about thermo-

elasti state in materials with shape memory e�et.

For the purpose of this transformation it is proposed to

investigate the transpareny of ultrasound with warming

and ooling through interval of M/A and reverse trans-

formation. The omparative presentation of experimen-

tally obtained values of veloities for longitudinal and

(Vl) and transverse (Vt) ultrasoni waves for di�erent

temperatures of sintering (1073, 1123, 1173, 1223 and

1273 K) for heating and ooling in examined interval are

given in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respetively. From last two

series of diagrams for both type of veloities (Vl and

Vt), sintered in di�erent temperature onditions showed

similar hysteresis behaviour. By inrease of temperature

of sintering, the values of the veloities in the beginning

are inreased, after that their values derease. At �rst

sight all diagrams of the longitudinal and transverse ul-

trasoni waves obtained in presented examination show

similar behaviour.

The values of attenuation of longitudinal (Al) and

transverse (At) ultrasoni waves in TiNi ompound, sin-

tered at 1073 K, in temperature interval from 290 to

425 K were obtained from the measurement with de-

sribed equipment. The values of attenuation (Al and

At in dB) were measured diretly from attenuate. The

diagrams for attenuation (Al and At) are presented in

the Fig. 10.

With the inrease of the onentration of the Cu, from

2.5, 5, 10, 15 and 20% Cu, the hysteresis for both types

of veloities are shifted and dereased [7℄. The veloity

values of the transverse ultrasoni waves (Fig. 6) gen-

erally inrease with addition of Copper until 15% Cu.

For this behaviour of the diagrams for 20% Cu, for both

types of veloities, the veloity values are smaller than

the values for 15% Cu [13℄. The diagrams of the elasti

moduli (Bulk modulusK and the Young modulusE) are

presented in Fig. 12.

Fig. 7. The diagrams of the longitudinal (vl), and transverse (vt) ultrasoni waves as a funtion of temperature in regions

of phase transition.

It is evident from the previous �gures, that the dia-

grams of veloities, attenuation and elasti moduli have

a hysteresis form in the same interval of temperature,

i.e., in the same interval of transformation. The urves

on the right side of the hysteresis (see Figs. 7{12) urve

with the experimental points and present diagrams of

the heating, whereas the urves on the left side of the

hystereses present diagrams of the ooling.
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Fig. 8. The diagrams of the longitudinal (vl) ultrasoni

waves for di�erent temperatures of sintering.

Fig. 9. The diagrams of the transverse (vt) ultrasoni

waves for di�erent temperatures of sintering.

Fig. 10. The diagrams for attenuation of the longitudinal (Al) and transverse (At) ultrasoni waves as a funtion of tem-

perature.

The values of attenuation (A in dB) were measured

diretly from attenuate and the oeÆient of absorp-

tion (�) was alulated. Depending on the quality of the

material, its strutural onditions and its ultrasoni fre-

queny there may be several di�erent absorption meh-

anisms

� =

X

i

�

i

; (1)

where the subsript i = (H;R;M; :::) refers to the meh-

anism: elasti hysteresis | H, Raleigh's sattering |

R, magneto elasti e�et | M , di�ration losses | D,

porosity | P , and others.

The values of attenuation (A in dB) were measured

diretly from attenuate, and the oeÆient of absorption

(�) was alulated by the relation:

� = A

1;n

=2Ln(n� 1) ; (2)

were L is the length of the sample and n is the number of
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seonds of the seleted and intensi�ed eho. The experi-

mental absorption values were orreted by the quantity

of absorption due to the di�ration losses. (In Fig. 5 se-

leted and intensi�ed ehoes are 1 and 2). From the n

obtained values, the average value of oeÆient of ab-

sorption was found.

Fig. 11. The diagrams of the transverse (vt) ultrasoni waves as a funtion of temperature, with di�erent onentration of

Cu.

Fig. 12. The diagrams of the Bulk Modulus (K) and Young modulus (E).

Using the theory of elastiity [12℄, the values of the

density (�) of the sample and the longitudinal (�

l

) and

transverse (�

t

) veloities of the ultrasoni waves, the bulk

modulus (K) and Young modulus (E) were determined

by the following relationships:

K =

�

3

(3�

2

l

� 4�

2

t

) ; (3)

and
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E = �

�

2

t

�

3�

2

l

� 4�

2

t

�

�

2

l

� �

2

t

: (4)

All presented diagrams in Figs. 7{12 give the typial

transformation urves for materials with shape memory

e�et. The \ritial points" of the transformation (see

Figs. 7{12) are: the martensite starting temperature dur-

ing ooling (M

S

), martensite �nish temperature (M

f

),

the austenite starting temperature during heating (A

s

),

and the austenite �nish temperature (A

f

). The lowest

value of the veloities, attenuation and elasti moduli at

M

f

-point an indiate pseudoelasti state of the exam-

ined materials.

X. SUMMARY

The phase transition in the examined shape memory

materials is aompanied with temperature hystersis,

i. e., the diagrams of heating and ooling do not overlap.

The examined samples were prepared from powder par-

tile of Titanium Copper and Nikel, by the previously

desribed method of powder methodology. The veloities

of ultrasound were measured by the pulse eho overlap

method, and the total values of attenuation were obtained

diretly from ultrasoni equipment. The elasti moduli

were alulated in ompliane with the theory of elasti-

ity. The information about thermoelasti behaviour was

obtained, with thermal treatment trough the tempera-

ture of transformation.

From the analysis and the omparison of the obtained

hysteresis urves in materials with shape memory e�et,

it is possible to determine the most important thermoe-

lasti behaviour in the interval of the temperature trans-

formation. It is notied that the thermoelasti state and

the form of hysteresis are determined under the ondition

of preparation and presene of third omponent.
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FAZOVI� PEREH�D, �KI� VIZNAQA�T^S� ZA DOPOMOGO�

UL^TRAZVUKU V MATER��LAH Z PAM'�TT� FORMI

S. Sto�menov

�nstitut f�ziki, fakul~tet prirodniqih nauk � matematiki

Un�versitet Sv. Kirila � Mefod��, poxt. skrin~ka, 162, 1000, Skop', Makedon��

Nazagal, efekt pam'�tann� formi pov'�zani� z termopru�nim martensitnim ta zvorotnim peretvo-

renn�m. Un�kal~no� osoblivost� takih mater��l�v z pam'�tt� formi  utvorenn� velikoÝ mehan�qnoÝ sili

p�d qas d�Ý teplovogo zbud�enn�. C� speif�qna temperaturna poved�nka na��kav�xa dl� dosl�d�enn� z

toqki zoru termopru�nosti. Pam'�tann� formi oznaqa zdatn�st~ pevnih mater��l�v pam'�tati formu na-

v�t~ p�sl� dosit~ �orstkih deforma��: zdeformovan� pri niz~kih temperaturah (u martensitn�� faz�),

� mater��li zalixatimut~s� takimi do nagr�vann�, p�sl� qogo voni sam� po sob� povernut~s� v poqatkovu,

nedeformovanu, formu. Osnovo� dl� efekt�v pam'�t�  te, wo � mater��li mo�ut~ legko zaznavati mar-

tensitnogo peretvorenn� ta perehoditi v poperedn�� stan. Teplova ener���, �ka nadhodit~ v temperaturnu

d�l�nku peretvorenn�, zm�n� osoblivost� pru�nosti. Qerez e xvidk�st~ ta veliqina zagasann� ul~tra-

zvuku zm�n�t~s�. Vikoristovu�qi sp�vv�dnoxenn� z teor�Ý pru�nosti ta znaqenn� gustini � xvidkoste�

ul~trazvuku, mo�na otrimati znaqenn� pru�nih modul�v (E;K;G) ta koef��nt Puassona �. V ~omu

vipadku mo�na oder�ati �nforma�� pro pru�ni�, tobto termopru�ni�, stan.
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